6 Annex 1G

Services and costs disclosure document described in COBS 6.3.7G(1)
Firms should omit the notes and square brackets which appear in the
following specimen.

about
about our
our services
services and costs

[Note 1]
[Note 3]
[123 Any Street
Some Town
ST21 7QB]

[Note 2]]
1. The Financial Services Authority (FSA)
The FSA is the independent watchdog that regulates financial services. This document is
designed by the FSA to be given to consumers considering buying certain financial
products. You need to read this important document. It explains the service you are being
offered and how you will pay for it.
2. Which service will we provide you with? [Note 4] [Note 5]
Independent advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for you after
we have assessed your needs. Our recommendation will be based on a
comprehensive and fair analysis of the market. [Note 6]
Restricted advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for you after we
have assessed your needs, but we only offer advice on limited types of products,
or products from one company or a limited number of companies. [Note 7].
No advice – You will not receive advice or a recommendation from us. We may
ask some questions to narrow down the selection of products that we will provide
details on. You will then need to make your own choice about how to proceed.

3. What will you have to pay us for our services? [Note 8]
[You will pay for our services on the basis of [insert charging arrangements [Note 9]]. We will
discuss your payment options with you and answer any questions you have. We will not charge you
until we have agreed with you how we are to be paid.[Note 10]]
[non-advised services [Note 11 -13]]
[Advised services [Note 14]]
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The cost of our services [ Note 15-17]
Your payment options [Note 18]
[Settling your adviser charge through a single payment [Free text Note 19]]
[Settling your adviser charge by instalments [Free text Note 20]]
[Paying by instalments through your recommended product [Free text Note 21]]
[Paying through other arrangements [Free text Note 22]]
[Keeping up with your payments [Free text Note 23]]
[Payment for ongoing services [Free text Note 24]]
[Other benefits we may receive [Note 25]]
4. Who regulates us? [Note 26]
[ABC Financial Services] [123 Any Street, Some Town, ST21 7QB] [Note 27] [Note 28] is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Our FSA Register number is [ ].
[Note 29]
Our permitted business is [ ]. [Note 30]
[or] [Note 31]
[Name of appointed representative or tied agent] [Note 2] is [an appointed representative or a tied
agent] of [name of firm] [address of firm] [Note 27] [Note 28] which is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Services Authority. [Name of firm‟s] FSA Register number is [ ].
[Name of firm’s] permitted business is [ ] [Note 30] [Name of appointed representative or tied
agent] is regulated in [an EEA state or the United Kingdom]. [Note 29]
You can check this on the FSA‟s Register by visiting the FSA‟s website www.fsa.gov.uk/register or
by contacting the FSA on 0845 606 1234. [Note 29]
5. Loans and ownership [Note 31]
[[XXX plc] owns [YY]% of our share capital.]
[[XXX plc] provides us with loan finance of [YY] per year.]
[[XXX] (or we) have [YY]% of the voting rights in [ZZZ].]
35]

[Note 32][Note 33][Note 34][Note

6. What to do if you have a complaint [Note 26]
If you wish to register a complaint, please contact us:
…in writing

Write to [ABC Financial Services], [Complaints Department, 123 Any
Street, Some Town, ST21 7QB].

… by phone

Telephone [0121 100 1234]. [Note 36]

If you cannot settle your complaint with us, you may be entitled to refer it to the Financial
Ombudsman Service. [Note 37]
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7. Are we covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)? [Note 26]
[Note 38] [Note 39]
We are covered by the FSCS. You may be entitled to compensation from the scheme if we
cannot meet our obligations. This depends on the type of business and the circumstances of
the claim.
Most types of investment business are covered up to a maximum of £50,000.
Further information about compensation scheme arrangements is available from the FSCS.
The following notes do not form part of the services and costs disclosure document.
Note 1 – permission to use the keyfacts logo: the FSA has developed a common keyfacts logo to
be used on significant pieces of information directed to clients. The keyfacts logo and the text
„about our services and costs‟ may only be used and positioned as shown in the services and costs
disclosure document (see COBS 6.3.4R). The logo may be re-sized and re-coloured. It may only be
used if it is reasonably prominent and its proportions are not distorted. A specimen of the keyfacts
logo can be obtained from the FSA website http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/keyfacts_logo.
Note 2 – insert the firm’s or appointed representative’s or tied agent’s name (either the name under
which it is authorised or the name under which it trades). A corporate logo or logos may be
included. If an individual who is employed or engaged by an appointed representative or tied
agent provides the information, the individual should not put his or her own name on the services
and costs disclosure document.
Note 3 – insert the address of the head office and/or if appropriate the principal place of business
from which the firm, appointed representative or tied agent expects to conduct business (this can
include a branch) with clients. (An appointed representative or tied agent should include its own
name and address rather than those of the authorised firm.)
Section 2: Which service will we provide you with?
Note 4 – the firm should select, for example by ticking, the box(es) which are appropriate for the
service that it expects to provide to the client. This needs to be done only in relation to the service
the firm is offering to a particular client. More than one box can be selected if more than one
service is being offered to a particular client. If more than one box is selected, the firm should
clearly explain the different nature of the services by adding text to this section, such that the
explanation of the services the firm offers under this section is fair, clear and not misleading. Do
not remove boxes that are not selected.
The firm should tick the first box in section 2 if it will be providing independent advice.
The firm should tick the second box in section 2 if it will be providing restricted advice, including
basic advice (on stakeholder products).
The firm should tick the third box in section 2 if it will not be providing advice.
Note 5 – if the services and costs disclosure document is provided by an appointed representative
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or tied agent, the service described should be that offered by the appointed representative or tied
agent.
Note 6 – if the firm selects this box and the firm does not consider all retail investment products,
the firm should include an explanation of the types of products it does consider, in a way that meets
the fair, clear and not misleading rule. For example, if a firm only considers ethical and socially
responsible investments, this should be explained here.
Note 7 – if the firm selects this box, it will be offering:
(a) products from a limited number of companies; or
(b) products of a single company or single group of companies; or
(c) its own products (e.g. where the firm is a product provider offering only its own products,
or is part of a product provider offering only the products sold under that part‟s trading
name); or
(d) basic advice on stakeholder products; or
(e) limited types of products; or
(f) limited types of products from a single company or from a limited number of companies.
The firm should replace the preceding text with the relevant text as set out below. If the firm does
not select this box, then no amendments should be made to the preceding text.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“Restricted advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for you
after we have assessed your needs. We [can] [Note a] only offer products
from a limited number of companies. You may ask us for a list of the
companies whose products we offer.” [Note b].
“Restricted advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for you
after we have assessed your needs. We [can] [Note a] only offer products
from [name of provider].”
or if the provider has only one product the firm should amend the text to the
singular, for example “We [can] [Note a] only offer a pension from [name of
provider].”
“Restricted advice – We only offer our own products. We will advise and
make a recommendation for you after we have assessed your needs. You may
ask us for a list of the products we offer advice on.” [Note e]
“Restricted advice – We will provide basic advice on a limited range of
stakeholder products and in order to do this we will ask some questions about
your income, savings and other circumstances, but we will not conduct a full
assessment of your needs or offer advice on whether a non-stakeholder
product may be more suitable.”
[Note c]:
“We [can] [Note a] offer products from a single stakeholder product
provider.”; or
“We [can] [Note a] offer products from a limited number of stakeholder
product providers You may ask us for a list of the companies whose products
we offer.” [Note b]; or
“We only offer our own stakeholder products.”
“Restricted advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for you
after we have assessed your needs. We only offer advice on limited types of
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(f)

products. You may ask us for a list of the products we offer.” [Note b]
“Restricted advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for you
after we have assessed your needs. We offer advice on limited types of
products (which we offer from [a single company] [from a limited number of
companies] [Note d]). You may ask us for a list of the companies and
products we offer advice on.” [Note b]

[Note a] – insert “can” if the firm’s range of products is determined by any contractual obligation.
[Note b] – the list of products will be the range of retail investment products that is appropriate having regard to the
services that the firm is providing, or may provide, to the client. For services provided in relation to non-investment
insurance contracts, this is the list required by ICOBS 4.1.6R(2).
[Note c] – the firm should insert one of the three statements, whichever is relevant.
[Note d] – the firm should select this option if it does not only offer its own products. The firm should insert one of the
two statements, whichever is relevant.
[Note e] – the firm should only select this option if it only offers its own products.

Section 4: What will you have to pay us for our services?
Note 8 – in this section, the firm should outline how it intends to charge its clients for the services
provided. If the firm is not intending to provide a personal recommendation it should refer to the
notes under „Non-advised services‟ below. If the firm is intending to provide a personal
recommendation, it should refer to the notes under „Advised services‟. If the firm is providing both
a personal recommendation and „non-advised‟ services, the firm should set out the charging
arrangements for the non-advised and advised services separately, and make clear which charging
arrangements apply to which service using appropriate sub-headings.
Note 9 – a firm should disclose all of the charging arrangements it offers its clients, from the
alternatives of adviser charge, fee, commission or a combination.
Note 10 – if applicable, a firm should disclose to the client the possibility that other costs including
taxes (for example VAT), related to transactions in connection with the packaged product and that
are not paid via the firm or imposed by it, may arise for the client.
Notes for non-advised services
Note 11 – any reference in this section to “commission” means commission and commission
equivalent.
Note 12 – a firm that is not proposing to give personal recommendations on packaged products can
amend this section accordingly. The firm need not provide information regarding payment options
but should provide at this section at least a statement explaining that the client will be told how
much the firm will be paid before the firm carries out any business for the client and honour that
undertaking. For example, “We will tell you how we get paid and the amount before we carry out
any business for you.” If a firm chooses to provide the client with the total price in this section and
any part of that price is to be paid in or represents an amount of foreign currency, the firm should
provide an indication of the currency and the applicable currency conversion rates and costs.
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Note 13 – in order to comply with COBS 2.3.1R as qualified by 2.3.2R, firms receiving nonmonetary benefits may wish to disclose those benefits in summary form here, under the heading
“Other benefits we may receive”. If a firm does so, it should provide the undertaking described in
COBS 2.3.2R(1) (to provide further details on request) in writing, in this section and honour that
undertaking. However, it is not the purpose of this section to provide significant or extensive
explanation of non-monetary benefits such that it distracts from the wider purpose of the document.
For example
“We sell a range of products from a variety of firms; some of these firms provide us with annual
training, which allows us to offer you a better service. This year we expect to receive in total [XX]
hours worth of training from XYZ, ABC and DEF firms, predominantly from ABC. Some of the
cost of this training may be passed to you as part of the total charges you pay should you choose a
product provided by XYZ, ABC or DEF. Further information regarding these arrangements is
available on request.”

Notes for advised services
Note 14 – firms proposing to provide a personal recommendation on packaged products should use
the following notes to provide information to the client on the firm’s charging structure and the
client’s payment options.
Note 15 – a firm should include here its charging structure, outlining as closely as possible the
services that it offers and the charge for each service. The firm should ensure that this is presented
in clear and plain language and, as far as practicable, uses cash terms.
Note 16 – the charging structure should be expressed in pounds sterling or, where relevant, another
appropriate currency. Where a firm’s charging structure is in non-cash terms, examples in cash
terms should be used to illustrate how the charging structure will be applied in practice. Where a
firm uses hourly rates in its charging structure, it should state whether the rates are actual or
indicative and provide an approximate indication of the number of hours a particular service may
take. If a firm chooses to provide the client with the total adviser charge in this section and any part
of that adviser charge is to be paid in or represents an amount of foreign currency, the firm should
provide an indication of the currency and the applicable currency conversion rates and costs.
For example
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Note 17 – where a firm provides an ongoing service, it should disclose the ongoing service that will
be offered and that there will be an adviser charge for that service. The firm can also include in this
section additional information the client would receive before the provision of the personal
recommendation or related services.
For example
“There will be an additional charge for any ongoing work, such as periodic or ongoing reviews, we
carry out on your behalf. We will confirm the rate, frequency and length of this ongoing service
before beginning any ongoing service.”
Note 18 – a firm must use the headings (i) “Your payment options” and (ii) the following subheadings as applicable: “Settling your adviser charge in a single payment” and/or “Settling your
adviser charge by instalments”. A firm should outline the payment options offered to clients and
any restrictions on these payment options. In addition, a firm should provide an explanation relating
to each option offered in clear and plain language.
Note 19 – Additional text to be included under the heading “Settling your adviser charge in a
single payment”
The text for describing how the client can settle the adviser charge through a single payment is not
prescribed, but should be clear and in plain language. This could commence with an explanation of
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the arrangements relating to the single payment of the adviser charge, including any specific
provision as to the circumstances when an adviser charge will be payable (including where
relevant, payment of any “non-contingent” adviser charge (i.e. where the client will be charged
even if they do not purchase a product)), the type of payments accepted by the firm and the timing
for the payment of the adviser charge. For example:
“Whether you buy a product or not, you will pay us an adviser charge for our advice and services,
which will become payable on completion of our work.”
“You will be required to settle the payment of your adviser charge on completion of our work in
[insert number of days] days. We accept cheque or card payments. We do/do not accept payment by
cash. You will be provided with a receipt upon payment.”
Note 20 – Additional text to be included under the heading “Settling your adviser charge by
instalments”
This text should be included where a firm is offering payment of its adviser charge by instalments
and no ongoing service is provided. Firms should make it clear that the option to pay by instalment
does not relate to an ongoing service. A firm which offers the payment of an adviser charge over a
period of time for ongoing services should use the text in Note 24 below.
A firm should note that the option for clients to pay their adviser charge by instalments is only
permitted where regular premium products are recommended (see COBS 6.1.A.21R). If a firm
offers the option to pay the adviser charge by instalments, the firm must use the headings (i)
“Settling your adviser charge by instalments” and (ii) the following sub-headings as applicable:
“Paying by instalments through your recommended product” and/or “Paying by other
arrangements”.
The text for describing the option to pay for the adviser charge by instalments is not prescribed, but
should be clear and in plain language. This should commence with an explanation of the
arrangements relating to the payment of the adviser charge over time.
Note 21 – Additional text to be included under the heading “Paying by instalments through
your recommended product”
A firm which offers the client the option to have the adviser charge facilitated through a retail
investment product should include this heading. The text for describing a client’s option to pay by
instalment through the recommended retail investment product is not prescribed, but should be
clear and in plain language. This could commence with an explanation of the arrangements
including any specific provision as to the circumstances when this option is permitted/not permitted
and the frequency and period over which this arrangement will operate. A firm could consider the
use of graphical representations to ensure that the client understands what they are paying for, how
much they are required to pay and how frequently.
For example
“If you buy a financial product, you can choose to have your adviser charge deducted from the
product through instalments. Although you pay nothing to us up front, that does not mean that our
service is free. You still pay us indirectly through deductions from the amount you pay into your
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product. These deductions will pay towards settling the adviser charge. These deductions could
reduce the amount left for investment.”
and

How your payment plan works
Total monthly premium payable
Total cost of advice
Monthly payment for advice
Length of repayment period

£250
£600
£50
12 months
Advice: £50

Monthly payment:
£50 per premium Period: 12
months

Invested: £200

with the following text:
“You have chosen to pay for the advice you have received today through instalments. These
instalments will be deducted from the premium you pay each month and allocated towards settling
the adviser charge. For example, the total cost of advice is £600. You have been recommended a
regular premium product of which £250 will be paid each month. £50 will be taken from this
amount to pay off your adviser charge over 12 months. The remaining £200 will be invested during
this time. At the end of this period the adviser charge would have been settled in full. From month
13 the full £250 will be invested.”
Note 22 – Additional text to be included under the heading “Paying through other
arrangements”
Where a firm is offering the option to pay its adviser charge by instalments through arrangements
other than facilitating payment through the recommended retail investment product, it must use the
heading “Paying through other arrangements”. The text for describing the client’s option to pay
through other arrangements is not prescribed, but should be in clear and plain language. This could
commence with an explanation of the option to pay through other arrangements and how this could
work in practice.
Note 23 – Keeping up with your payments
This text is not prescribed, but a firm must include the heading “Keeping up with your payments” if
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it is offering the client the option to pay by instalments. In this section the firm should outline the
implications for the client if they fail to keep up with their payments before the adviser charge has
been paid, including if its recommended product is cancelled before the adviser charge is paid.
Note 24 – Payment for ongoing services
If a firm provides an ongoing service to the client for which there is an adviser charge payable over
a period of time, the firm must include the heading “Payment for ongoing services”. The text for
describing how the client pays for ongoing service is not prescribed but should be in clear and plain
language and should also include the nature of the service to be provided.
For example
“We have a range of ongoing services we can provide to ensure that your personal recommendation
is reviewed frequently and remains relevant to your changing circumstances. The frequency of the
charge will depend on the service you choose and is usually made by direct debit on the 1st of every
month. Ask you adviser for more details.”
“We offer an ongoing service where we review your account every 3 months and inform you of
new recommendations or changes that may be relevant to your circumstances. This service is
provided at a charge of [insert charge here] per month and can be either deducted from your
investment or paid by direct debit. This service can be cancelled at any time. Please ask your
adviser for more details.”
Note 25 – in order to comply with COBS 2.3.1R as qualified by 2.3.2R, a firm receiving a benefit,
in relation to the facilitation of the payment of an adviser charge may wish to disclose those
benefits in summary form here, under the heading “Other benefits we may receive”. If a firm does
so, it should provide the undertaking described in COBS 2.3.2R(1) (to provide further details on
request) in writing, in this section and honour that undertaking.
For example
“ABC firm provides us with a specialised software CD-ROM and accompanying [XX] hours worth
of training per annum. We use this software in processing your details when you apply for an
investment product and wish to facilitate the payment of the adviser charge through deductions
from your investment. Some of the cost of this software may be passed on to you as part of the total
charges you pay ABC firm. Further information regarding this arrangement is available on
request.”
Section 5: Who regulates us?
Note 26 – the firm may omit this section for services relating to packaged products if the firm has,
on first contact with the client, provided the client with its client agreement which contains that
information. If this section is omitted, the other sections of the services and costs disclosure
document should be renumbered accordingly.
Note 27 – if the firm’s address on the FSA Register differs from that given on the services and costs
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disclosure document under Note 3, the address on the FSA Register should be given in this section.
If the address is the same as that given under Note 3 it should be repeated in this section.
Note 28 – where the authorised firm trades under a different name from that under which it is
authorised, it should include the name under which it is authorised and listed in the FSA Register.
It may also include its trading name(s) if it wishes.
Note 29 – an incoming EEA firm will need to modify this section if it chooses to use the services
and costs disclosure document (see GEN 4 Annex 1R(2)). A tied agent that is regulated in an EEA
State other than the United Kingdom will similarly need to modify this section.
Note 30 – insert a short, plain language description of the business for which the firm has a
permission which relates to the service it is providing.
Note 31 – where the information is provided by an appointed representative or tied agent, the
appointed representative or tied agent should use this text instead. The appointed representative or
tied agent should give details of the authorised firm(s) that is its principal(s) for each type of
service that it is providing to a particular client.
Section 6: Loans and ownership
Note 32 – omit this section where there are no relevant loan or ownership arrangements under the
following notes. If this section is omitted the other sections of the services and costs disclosure
document should be renumbered accordingly. Where the information is provided by an appointed
representative or tied agent, it should cover loans made to or by that appointed representative or
tied agent, or holdings in or held by that appointed representative or tied agent, as appropriate.
Note 33 – insert, in the firm’s own words, a short description of any direct or indirect holding of
more than 10 per cent in the capital or voting power of the firm which is held by a provider or
operator of a packaged product or by the parent of the provider or operator.
Note 34 – insert, in the firm’s own words, a short description of any direct or indirect holding of
more than 10 per cent in the capital or voting power of a provider or operator of a packaged
product which is held by the firm.
Note 35 – insert, in the firm’s own words, a short description of any credit provided to the firm by a
product provider (other than commission due to the firm in accordance with an indemnity clawback arrangement) or by any undertaking in the immediate group of the product provider where the
amount of the credit exceeds 10 per cent of the share and loan capital of the firm.
Section 7: What to do if you have a complaint
Note 36 – if different to the address in Note 3, give the address and telephone number which is to
be used by clients wishing to complain.
Note 37 – if the firm is carrying on an activity from an establishment which is outside the United
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Kingdom it should make clear that the Financial Ombudsman Service will not be available. The
firm may refer to any similar complaints scheme that may be applicable.
Section 8: Are we covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)?
Note 38 – when an incoming EEA firm provides the services and costs disclosure document, it
should modify this section as appropriate.
Note 39 – when a firm which is not a participant firm provides the services and costs disclosure
document, it should answer this question „No‟ and should state the amount of cover provided (if
any) and from whom further information about the compensation arrangements may be obtained.
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